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it was good or bad, but that I was a quick worker. When
we were alone again, I plucked up courage and asked him
if he would mind sitting on the revolving stand. He con-
sented and seemed amused, said he had never sat so high.
When I kneeled down to verify the planes from below he was
quite embarrassed; apparently he was unaccustomed to this
attitude in women!
As he seemed disposed at last to unbend a little, I showed
him some photographs of my work. Although he had protested
that he knew nothing about Art he expressed most emphatic
opinions about " bourgeois art/' which he said aimed
always at beauty. He referred contemptuously to beauty
as an abstract ideal. There was nothing, he said, that could
justify the beauty of my Victory. Militarism and war were
hateful and ugly; not even sacrifice or heroism could lend
them beauty. " That is the fault of bourgeois art—it always
beautifies."
Then he looked at the photograph of Dick's head and an
expression of tenderness passed over his face.    I asked:
" Is that also too beautiful ? "
He shook his head and smiled.
Then hurriedly he went back to his chair in front of the big
writing-table as if he had wasted too much time. In another
second I and my work existed no more.
Lenin's power of concentration was perhaps the most
impressive thing about him, that and his ponderous and mighty
brow that dominated all the rest, and gave him an unbalanced
look, as if his head were too big for his body. His expression
was always thoughtful rather than commanding. He seemed
to me the real embodiment of U penseur (but not of Rodin's).
I saw in him the thinker, not the dictator. I imagine that
he lived purely in the abstract and the intellectual, and had no
personal life at all. He looked very ill. The woman assassin's
bullet was still in his body. One day his hand and his wrist were
bandaged, he said it was " nothing," but he was the colour
of ivory. He took no exercise, and the only fresh air reached
him through a small revolving ventilator in an upper window
pane. I believe he sometimes took a day off in the country;
it was rumoured once or twice that " Lenin est & la chasse"

